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ABSTRACT 

Global competition and fast changes in business structure are encouraging organizations to deal with desires for flexibility and period of 
time price creation and delivery. However, there's no customary means that of characteristic that strategy best meets the goals for a com-
pany to make and deliver superior price in period of time. the aim of this analysis is to research the generation of superior client price inside 
a business-to-business (B2B) virtual network organization (VNO) of Land and Property data (LPI) division within the state of latest South 
Wales (NSW) through the applying of an Intelligent-Agent System (IAS) representing client focus, client orientation and market orientation. 
Implementation of intelligent-agents will facilitate workflows inside the virtual network organization whereas overwhelming lowest re-
sources. This abstract model seeks to ascertain a superior client-oriented network organization with the potential of coming up with and 
delivering superior customer price. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Most flourishing organizations perceive that the aim of any business is to create worth for their customers [1]. Marketers in today’s interna-

tional economy recognize customers area unit a vital element within the worth making method. Marketers also understand that worth is rela-

tive to competition. Providing higher worth than competitors helps a corporation produce a sustainable competitive advantage. However, as 

Ulaga [2] declared, “Research on client worth is of increasing importance within the promoting discipline. Yet, few researchers have investi-

gated the construct and its operationalization within the business-to-business setting”. 

This research investigates the generation of the superior customer price among the business-to-business (B2B) relationship between a virtual 

network organization (VNO) of the New South Wales (NSW) Department of Lands: Land and Property information (LPI) division and a 

neighborhood administrative unit consumer organization through the application of a multi agent system. 

The research advances the methodology of creation and delivery of customer value to a shopper organization via LPI’s VNO within a B2B 

context. The research can concentrate on investment relationship intellectual capital within and across network partners and the shopper or-

ganization, with the objective of creating benefit to the shopper organizations through the potential of the shopper organization to fulfill the 

answer needs of its customers. 

The LPI has allowable one in all its necessary clients, the Bathurst Regional Council (BRC), to be used. As a local government agency, BRC 

requests resources from the LPI to fulfil clients’ answer needs. However, where that data is insufficiently correct for the required purpose or 

data is absent, BRC will produce extra data (in addition to resources retrieved from the LPI) to fulfil their clients’ requests. 

 

Fig: The B2B context delivery for superior customers  

Figure  illustrates a abstract framework of the LPI with the implementation of VNO. This abstract framework is ideally suited to a company 

like the LPI where it has a diversified  vary of raw data which may be generated and organized to satisfy solution needs of the BRC’s internal 

and external customers. this may lead to a further decrease of production costs and shortening of the value creation life-cycle to deliver data 
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in a very kind and accuracy that meets the dynamic  demands of BRC and its customers. Intelligent-agents area unit adopted to observe the 

processes, execute the specific tasks and ensure that the data area unit of a top quality that meets client expectations. more rationalization of 

how the VNO functions and also the job responsibilities of every intelligent-agent are going to be explored in the later sections of this paper. 

ORGANIZATIONAL ORIENTATION  

The comparison with a customer-focused organization, the firm implementing a customer-oriented approach concentrates effort in customer 

problem resolution, characteristic generic customer wants and springing up with efficient and effective solutions. customer orientation is 

largely golf shot the customer at the middle of the strategic focus of the organization. customer orientation involves understanding the cus-

tomers’ wants and exploitation this information to form all functions of the organization work towards fulfilling the needs. The aim of a cus-

tomer-oriented strategy is that the organization ought to able to read the customers’ wants as its own goals. 

Orientation of a corporation towards its customers market and broader stakeholders ends up in improved business performance. in a long 

haul, a market-oriented, customer-oriented and customer-focus organization will offer superior customer worth for shopper organization’s 

clients, who in turn, will cause increase in market share and stronger customer loyalty. Clearly, a network organization with the aptitude to 

produce superior customer worth is that the intermediate construct that connects market orientation, customer orientation and focus with per-

formance. 

CREATION OF CLIENT VALUE WITHIN THE VIRTUAL NETWORK ORGANIZATION 

One of the key tasks of a VNO is to shorten the life-cycle of business method with the target of generating and delivering higher value to 

business client and their customers in real time. urged by Zeng et al. [31], the best level of client satisfaction can be reached at intervals the 

business market, wherever each the client contact and the client focus ar high. to realize value creation at intervals VNO, intelligent-agents 

can participate and play a crucial role in characteristic components and varieties of value appropriate to realize client satisfaction (client or-

ganizations and their customers). 

INTRODUCTION OF INTELLIGENT-AGENT 

Research on intelligent-agent or agent-based systems started in the late 1980s. Following this era, in the early 1990s the main target shifted to 

the learning capability of agents, whereas later analysis explored the intelligence capability of such agents with a view to their mimicking 

human actions. Throughout these two decades, researchers have generated various definitions of an intelligent-agent, however most of them 

agree that an intelligent-agent could be a software package entity that carries out some set of operations on behalf of a user or another pro-

gram, with some extent of independence or autonomy, and in therefore doing, employs some data or representation of the user’s goal or de-

sires. 

PROPOSED MODEL OF A WORTH CREATION’S VNO OF LPI 

Intelligent-agents, as a result of their suitability for open environments, have recently become popular distributed, giant scale, and of a dy-

namic agent application like e-commerce and virtual organizations. The key aspects of agents square measure their autonomy, their skills to 

understand, reason, and act in their encompassing atmosphere, furthermore as the capability to work with alternative agents to resolve com-

plicated issues. Facilitating the adoption of a virtual worth creation strategy during a network organization would significantly enhance the 

flexibility of the network to satisfy the customer needs without consuming the large proportion of the resources of network. 

Figure illustrates the LPI’s VNO containing 3 network partners and 3 completely different business customers. This customer-oriented net-

work organization is intended to fit into today’s international market. it is ideally suited to a corporation that relies on its internal or external 

network partners’ resources to provide quality merchandise or services for their client organization customers. Its further advantages area unit 

a further decrease in production costs and shortening the value creation life-cycle to deliver total client satisfaction. Multi-agents area unit 

adopted to observe the processes, execute any specific tasks given and so ensure that the services and merchandise area unit of a top quality 

that meets client expectation. 
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Fig: Virtual Network organization with an intelligent system 

The customer Orientation Manager are capable of study, suggesting answers and solution changes from knowledge retrieved from the net-

work partners and therefore the customer Focus Manager. Those solutions can then hop over to the Superior customer worth Manager (Rec-

ommending agent). The Superior customer worth Manager can then have all the mandatory knowledge and period of time data to provide a 

high quality answer to resolve any impromptu necessities such by the consumer organizations or any potential consumer organization. 

Each agent is thus chargeable for playacting duties that are appointed reckoning on that agent’s characteristics. A virtual network worth solu-

tion system as well as the mixing of multiple-agents can have a standard infrastructure and agent design to network functioning, specifically 

sharing of data, process resources across the networks, exchanging information and collaborating on tasks and goals with the agent represent-

ing network orientations and consumer organizations. 

A superior quality management system inside a network organization can enhance the efficiency of the network by improving the standard of 

merchandise and services to meet client necessities. Intelligent-agents square measure ready to handle the administration of the network as a 

full. Implementation of intelligent-agents can facilitate workflows inside the virtual network organization whereas intense marginal resources. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

A superior quality management system at intervals a network organization will enhance the potency of the network by up the standard of 

merchandise and services to satisfy client necessities. Explanation of IAS at intervals the VNO as shown in Figure  identifies elements and 

forms of worth appropriate to attain superior worth design and delivery for each shopper organizations and their customers. 
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